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Popular Yarns of Class War
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He said : "With the banning of the trade unions at Cheltenham,
the destruction of the GLC, the possibi l i ty they may put Arthur
Scargi l l  in ja i l ,  people have got to make up their  minds -  are we
going to sit  and watch i t  on the tel ly or start thinking about i t ."
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Sir Rtfrea Sherman, an ex'Marxist who

is one of Mrs Thatcher's most ideological

advisers, also chose the language of the

Left to attack the miners. Coai miners, he

argued in The Times (21June 1984) w-ere

no-t 'generating surplus value but deficit

value, hence they exploit their fellow

workers ' .  TheY rePr€sent 'sheer

conservatism, attempting to Preserve
nineteenth centurY Patterns ot

employment' and fetishise 'what Marx

calfed:'rural idiocy" in an isolated, quasi

tribal, one-class societY'.





"WE I{AVE.b€s glven a gift!"
said o,ne delegate to thp TUC
wonr€n's cvnfercrlse ]refterday
on t}te key tole played by
women in thc .rrilrens' strlte.
" The ctrength of 6esc women
-we rnust taLe" it with bo&
hands {

Mrs Marsland sald: " We hevc
1o nrobl l ise our wonen and usa
our lrJomen as they have been
used so efiectively within the
dispute in the NUM."

Mrs Gilbert said: " Thesc
women are hungry to take thelr
place in society.  we would look
1o sce posi t ive act ion bY tha
Tt lC to aid the educat ion and
pol i t ic isat ion of  these women."





About Playtime
The Reality
Workers Playtime, the revolutionary answer to The Face, is collectively
edited, typeset, designed and printed by a tiny clique of rich, talented
and extremely glamorous people.

The Myth

After the long illness and death earlier this year of the London Workers
Group (LWG), to which most of us belonged at one time or another,
Wo*ers Playtimebegan to take on the functions of a fully-autonomous
fifth-generation political life-support system (a group).

What happened to the LWG, which at its best was a vehicle for
transsectarian discussion and activity, showed the present tendency lor
revolutionary circles to fragment into a series of separate activist or
ideological 'rumps'.

Apart from anything else, this issue of Playtime should reflect our
dissatisfaction with this state of affairs. For us, corresponding with and
talking to like-minded people becomes at the same time more difficult
and more important than ever. Up to now, we have relied almost
entirely on informal contacts for criticism and a wider discussion of what
we were doing. Even so, lhere was very little useful feedback from
those people who claimed lo read the paper. This is one reason why we
seize on almost any response as an excuse for a lengthy reply (see
Nationalism Today and What is Playtime Standing Inl: and why the
paper sometimes seems like a gigantic wind-up, as we try harder and
harder to provoke our reader to retaliate.

So the appeals for comment, criticism and contributions are not just
a libertarian ritual. We are repeating it now. lt makes a lot of ditference
to our desire and ability to conlinue (and no, we will not take an empty
postbag as a clear signal that you want us to pack it in.) In return, we
promise'to try and deal properly with the letters and publications we
receive. Also, we'd be happy to meet people face-to-face, tormally or
informally, in London or wherever you are--drop us a"li'na:

In the near future we plan to have a readers' meeting which we hope
you'll try and come to (there aren't many of you). lt will not be just
another boring political meeting if we can help it. Get in touch if you're
interested.

lf you do write an article or letter for publication, please try and make
it as long or as short as it deserves to be, and that doesn't necessarily
mean following the example of past and WesentPlaytimes. We don't
have an editorial line or political code for contributions-but that doesn't
mean we won't know what's wrong with you, and we don't guaranlee to
print anything (you think this stuff's bad? You should see some of the
things we wrote and threw in the bin.) lt doesn't have to be about
workplace siruggle or capitalist politics either-that's just been the
majority fetish of Playmates in the past. We don't regard these as the
only sites of struggle, or as being more important than its appearance
elsewhere. In future we hope that the content of Playtimewill show this
more clearly. We would particularly like to get accounts of struggles that

, people are themselves involved in, or close to.
We promise to interfere with contributions as little as possible, but

please be prepared to discuss them before lhey are printed, and maybe
make changes. That means letting us know how we can contact you,
after you've sent us something.

This is the first issue ol Workers Playtime tor six months. Reasons/
excuses are hinted at elsewhere--{are you doubt them? To our
certified and committed readers, we apologise for the delay; to the rest,
sorry for reappearing. By way of compounding the crime on both sides,
this is a bumper double issue.

After being oft the streets (well, the shelves of lefty bookshops) for
so long, we've come up with what we regard as a class issue-this
glossy stuff {ell off the back of a bankrupt printshop. The articles,
though, are the usual collection of space-fillers, and next time it'll be
back to the usual bog-standard paper.

We aren't assisted by the GLC, ClA, or South American millions as
far as we know (but thanks to Aldgate Press, 01-247 3015, for help.)
You on the other hand could do a lot by:

Subscribing (€3.00 inland and overseas surface mail, €4.00 air mail.)

Taking a bundle of 5 or more copies, at a discount of 25% on the cover
price. We pay postage and packing.

Buying a complete set of I back issues. t2.00.

Sending us all your money.

Please don? make out cheques or money orders to 'Workers Playtime',
because we still don't have a bank account. Instead, leave the name of
the payee blank. Send them, together with letters, articles, graphics,
complaints, ideas, recruits, death threats etc. to us at this address:

Workers Playtime, c/o 84b Whitechapel High St., London E1.

of Playtime has been our lack of programmatic clarity- We
reached the point of wondering whether Playtime wouE
appear again when we received a copy of the Ain?s-
Principtes of the Caldewood 15 from Glasgow' This so eW
expressed our unformalised moves towards political @l7€ra/M
that the invisibte dictatorship behind Playtime has decided, hffi

Aims & Principles
Adopted trom those
by the Calderwood 15
One of the difficufties that has beset the production of this isfll

with our views on democracy, that Playtime will a@ ffi
ptatform as a first step in the increasingly essential tas* dr
achieving a meaningful national regroupmentof the revolu@t
milieu. A 100% vote to this effect will take place at the
lnternational of our fraction. The clarity we have achievd ffit
adopting these guidelines for communist practice has pwiffi
the POLITICAL will to complete this report to the class tt tb
commence planning the future of our tendency.

1 WP rigorously oppose the fundamentalast apdiq-
of the neo+ssentialist meta critique to everyday &-
That meta critique is lN ITSELF merely a PAFII'
critique of the PREVAILING EXTINGENCIES obserd
to be determinant in the modern world.
Organisational letishism which is the unconscb
erpression of this mediated social milieu REATE
this abstrac'ted (.,.) in its inverted form.
language, like consciousness, only moves trctll b
need, the necessity of intercourse with other (roF
(sic).
it t-6nin eristed it would be necessary to RElilvHf
him.
That the neGessentialist meta critique has 1fl
mass recognition is TANTAMOUNT to 

-PREMATURE RECUPERATION of self'activity.
This sensuous self-activity, deriving frorn t
SPECTACULAR REPRESENTATION OF TIE
GLISTENING COMMODITY, demonstrates 

-historical development of the workers movement
The class must IMMEDIATELY seize the msc C
reproduction and replace the structures of domift-
with their liberated desires.
The banal meta language of sport will be measuedl
the needs of the particiPants.
Capital and its NATURAL CONCOMMITANT the $-'
having FULFILLED their historical role' lil
SUCCUMBED, at this iuncture to the lMMAlCilf
POWER OF THE WORKERS COUNCILS.
We reject the mystification of infantile iargonism. Tb
revolution is realised in the clarity of prograrn*
analysis. Thus, we strive at alltlmes for slmplicityd
directness in word and deed.
Capital's invasion of all aspects of everyday life andL
colonisation ol all forms of social relationships muiL
itself lead us toa reiection of all relationships and
establishment of a crltique of all forms of
interaction under the prevailing conditions of mofir
capitalism in its decadent phase.
The collective self-transformation implicit h
unmediated revolutionary struggle is best achbd
within a structure of federated autonomous
The lmpossibility of collective action unfettered by-
snapping guard-dogs of internalised capiill
ideology and the modified neo-essentlalist critiqc I
the damming of the free flow sf human creativity ulf
the prevaillng forms of oppression, mean that 

-optimum size of such grouplets should be less iltr
two.

14 WP does not aspire to the leadership but mefrt
succeeds in bringing the torch of enlightenment to 

-
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FORWARD WITH ETHIOPIA 17 Birr

/#D IiIE }IEATIL' THE NEWS THAT THE MIRAGE
lmMI*,glS MERCY FLIGHT HAD REACHED ITS
@TNATTO?{ OUR PUBLISHER MOHAMMED
il!flMilAl- SPOKE FOR US ALL :

-.II]]flilG 6 GREAT NEWS !''
,,T! [ DEI-IGHTED WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO CUT
T]ltl]iffi,reH THE BLUE TAPE AND GET THE
TI]]IIFFI.J]ES TO WHEBE THEY ARE NEEDED. OUR
MI||[EESCAH FEEL PROUD OF THE PART THEY
i'{lilt!5rE ?[-AYED. THEY HAVE NOT PASSED BY
ffi].]MI IIMEAST EYES - NOW LET'S ALL EYS
O!I!n AilD HAKE IT A MILLION FOR THE
I|mNGE AIPEAL I ''

\IIITI T}IE CTIALLENGE FACING ALL OF US IN
I]]flII1I|G DEilrcRATIC NATIONS OF THE EAST IS
iffi[ni TO D€AL WITH THE CAUSES OF DISASTER
ME GI,I AS IT1S EFFECTS. LIVING AS WE DO IN
MMilIrc M{ERE THE DESTRUCTIVE FORCES
lIF [[,ilA'{ }'ATURE HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED
IIII]IIIIG IIINRO.R OF COAL FAMINE IS ALMOST
llnlllG|ilEAALE."

,qre l|..6T I.ilIITE TO BRING AID TO THE
glmCnfrre FEOPLE OF THE WESTERN ISLES.
T]]I!IT ffiE ['I'ITED WE CANNOT REST UNTIL
M,.TTXilI FA#INE, CLASS STRUGGLE AND
Mt.U- T}E OTHEB D]SASTERS OF HUMAN
ilMMME TilArl"E BEET{ CONOUERED AND SWEPT
NUfilD TTG ;IfiSTORY BOOKS. THIS IS TI{E
]IEREE OF }IOPE THE MIRAGE GROUP
TI.@E$ TTSELF TO CHAMPION. THIS IS THE,UiIffiI OF TIiE ilTEW TOHORROW WE MUST ALL
mlgfrN NOREALISE" e Mnsge Group 1984

Bitter. She smiled her thanks
and clutched my trouser leg
tightly as she gratefully gulp-
ed it down.

"This is the kind of help we
need" said a desperately
ovenivorked local official of
Libya's Miners Christmas
Appeal Fund, "One mug of
Tetley's is worth a thousand
dogood women's mmmittees
sitting around trying to make
up their minds."

Yards away from us stood a
young mother clutching her
starving six month old baby
in her arms. Suddenly in an
unforgettable gesture she
held her wizened and wasted
baby boy high above her head.
the emaciated infants sunken
eyes staring out full of sadness
and suffering.

That frantic mothers moving
cry for help and thousands
more like it are being answer-
ed tonight as our shipment is
distributed - the first aid
from the East to get directly
through to the stricken areas.

OMirage Nespapers 1984

"Here-wego, Here-we-go,
Here-wego..,." To the dirge
of a tribal brass band 3,000
frail childrens voices chanted
a song of welcome and happi-
ness. The Mirage Group's
mercy convoy had arrived at
a dusty village square in the
heart of Britain's Coal Famine
disaster area, But that mess-
agp was not iust for us but
for the millions of big-hearted
Daily Mirage readerc whose
donations have brought vital
food-and drugF to this village
of tea6, where each dawn
brings iA new crop of bodies
to swell the numbers lying at
rest in the catacombs cut
hundreds of feet in the rock
below ground.

It was only this morning that
I rode into this living hell with
the first of the trucks, at the
end of our gruelling 400 mile
trek past the ghost towns of
Shotton and Corby, across
some of the worlds toughst
territory. lt is a region whtxe
normal population has swdll-
ed to ten times normal size
with an influx of blue robed
armed nomads from the worse

From Wali Pilja in
Edlington, Britain, Saturday

hit desert regions to the
south. There it is rumoured
many of ihe population are
forced to survive on brown
rice and lentils.

Crowds of kids ran along side
our vans on spindly legs wav-
ing wildly and gleefully shout-
ing their word for a black
man. Tonight the first of the
supplies are being handed out
to the ravenously hungry
families to whom it means
the difference between life
and death.

Excited urchins, some of
them almost too urcak to
salute, gazed wide eyed as
our supplies of black pudding,
pork scratchings and mushy
peas were unloaded in the
scruffy market place.

Pushing forward, her little
face eagerly uplifted, a two
year old girl held up a bony
hand for her bright orange
mug to be filled with Tetley's

As the Mirage Mercy Flight brought hope to
the stricken regions of Britain. a new scandal
erupted over the distribution of aid by the
country's ruling ReagBnite junta. Russian aid
organisations last night confirmed reporb that
shipments of millions of tons of coal were
being stoc-kpiled in Government yards instead
of being distributed to British furnaces. The
vital shipmenb paid for by Polish and Viet-
namese workers had been rushed to Britain to
stave off the disast€r that threatens as the
electricity system collapses,

Off-the-record British Government sources
blamed transport problerns for the failure to
distribute the aid, while official spokesmen
refused to oomment on allegations of
@rruption and incompetence.

Eastern aid organisations have made official
complaints about the British Governments
failure to deal with the civil unrest which is
hampering their work.

In the worst hit areas villagers huddle around
crude communal fires built using fuel from
their now useless vehicles. Where this has run
out there have been reports that Government
buildings have been torn apart in the desperate
search for fuel.

But while this tragic Rome burns the Nero.s
of Westminster are fiddling the books. To the
hard hearted totalitarian ruler of Britain
keeping their hands on the reins of power
supply is more important than the ruin,
despair and violence they are reaping.



When a national dock strike was annotm.
ced by the TGWUleadenhip from midnight
on 9th. July, it might have seerned that, for
the first time in the current miners'strike,
there was the real possibility of a 'second
front'being opened up in the class struggle.

The same basic issue was at stake in both
industries; job security. Many docken had
already shown a degree of solidarity with
the miners by blacking coal and iron ore
moyemenb. Even the bourgeois press and
TV was carrying statemenb like "soon, no
doubt, minen and dockers will be joining
each other on the picket lines", and put-
ting out dire wamings about the consequen-
ces of the strike continuing.

By the time the fint strike had collapsed,
it was beginning to look as though they
needn't have worried.

The strike was called by the T&G's
national docks committee, after British
Steel used workers who were not registered
dockers, to unload iron ore at Immingham
dock on the Humber. The ore in question
was bound for Scunthorpe steel works, and
had been blacked by Immingham dockers
in support of the miners. The steol
corporation was directly contravening the
terms of the National Dock Iabour Scheme
which reserves dock work for registered
dockers while providing them with job
security and large redundancy payments
to encourage them to leave the industry.

The union's case was parfly that British
Steel had been asked not to bring in private
contractors to move ore until the outcome
of the July 9th coal negotiations was
known. In other words, the union leaders
had been hoping that by then some kind of
deal would have been cobbled together
over the miners' strike, so the dockers
could be kept out of it.

The effect of the national strike call was
to push the issue ofhow to organise effect-
ive blacking of coal and iron ore neatly to
one side, tuming it into a national disagree-
ment within the dock industry between the
T&G and the National Association of Port
Employers (NAPE) over the precise terms
of the DLS. At the same time, it played
upon the dockers' real fean about the
future of the scheme, which has come
under greater and greater pressure from the
government and employers, as the volume
ofport trade has declined and docken have
become less and less willing to take

voluntary redundancy, as unemployment
has risen.

This pushing-aside of the blacking issue
was made apparent as soon as the strike
was called, when a train-load (equivalent to
perhaps two road convoys) of iron ore was
taken from Immingham to Scunthorpe un-
hindered. Furthermore, on the fourth day
of the strike (July 13th) there were talks
between NAPE and the T&G. British Steel
- which is represented in NAPE as a port
employer - said they had employed a
specialist operator to load trucks with a
mechanical shovel : it was just that they
couldn't find dockers who were prepared

to be paid to observe the work (at
standard practice). BS were,
perfectly prepared to square
with the DLS by training docken to
the equipment. The union
reply to this was not to affirm that
was blacked in any case, but to carll
guarantee that the'employers would
everything possible to avoid a breach
scheme rather than leaving it for thc
Iabour Board to sort out.

The 13000 registered docken in
DLS ports stopped work as soon il
strike was called, but the major
ports (around.22000 dockers are

Small but feisty proletarian takes on petty'bourgeois
element at Tihury



ulCIfut wh as Felixstowe, Dover,
;rnd l{gwrsrtle, carried on working.

'uffi@ 
uf the fitoppage at this stage was

!trd .T'-qi-qe of cargo along with over 100

ud c4o rhips although there was

ryl@t- tbat cargo could be re'
'fuMu$nmscheme Ports.

'MUrffirm tfoE mrfte, there were almost

@qufifrW initiatives. This is not
nrtlq ffiEh cm be Put down to any

tro pmdcipate in the strike bY

sr srco to bureaucratic union

d fu rtnke. The simPle fact is

milh@ h6 hcsn traditionally very [ttle

On MondaY JulY l6th, Dover voted to

stop all freight, but on the same day tug-

*.n itt Swansea went back to work as did

200 dockers at two oil industry supply

depots. In neither case did other dockers

doanything to counter this'

TURNING THE QUAY

Over the next couple of days, the reluct'
ant strikers of Dover were given just the

excuse they'd been waiting for when lorry
drivers began to blockade channel ports in
protest at not being able to take their
lorries onto the ferries. It began with a
small number of owner-drivers using their
lorries to block the entrance to a

Townsend-Thoresen ferry at Calais' and
quickly spread to Dunkirk, Ostend and
Zeebrugge. Around 300 lorries which had

been parked on the M20 for the duration

of the strike began to move off in convoy

for Dover, to negotiate with the Harbour
Board. By the next day, the dockers'shop
stewards had called off the freight ban
'because of fean ofviolence in the port'.

Much was made bY the Press and TV of

the fact that many of the lorry drivers were

in the T&G. While it is true that there was

an almost complete absence of solidarity

from lorry workers (as there has been

during the miners'strike), this obscures the

fact that alarge number of the drivers, in-

cluding the initiators of the blockades,

were self'employed owner'drivers' These
petty-bourgeois scum never have any sym'
pathy towards striking workers, which is

not entirely surprising, since their class

interest in a narrow sense lies in punuing

their businesses above all else' The only

reasonable proletarian response is to bum

their lorries.

With the Precedent set bY Dover, the

strike quickly collapsed.. The next day

there were votes all over the country to

return to work.

At the same time the NUS called off its

ban on Sealink freight and decided to talk

to Sealink's new bosses, Sea Containen, in-

stead. Jim Slater, General Secretary of the

BOLLARDS TO THE UNION

When a national strike was called again
just over a month later, it's hardlY

surprising that it was less enthusiastically
supported, with most dockers presumably
adopting the fatalistic attitude that 'lf the

T&G are running the show it must be a
waste of time" and very few attempting to
take the struggle into their own -hands ir-r
any significant way. That the reluctance to
strike cannot just be put down to'the
dockers' 'apathy', or unwillingness to join a
'political' strike in support of the miners,
can be seen from the fact that in
Northumbria, dockers respected miners'
picket lines at docks bringing in coal even
while they themselves were ignoring the
strike call.

This time, the strike was called in
response to the BSC allowing a coal ship
called the Ostia to dock at Hunterston in
Ayrshire, without T&G boatmen to moor
the ship. They used a local contract frrm
instead. The T&G had blacked the ship
after talks had broken down between the
T&G and BSC over the level of coal and
iron ore supplies to Ravenscraig steel works.

In Scotland, dockers responded
immediately with solid strikes in All 12
scheme ports. None of the large
non-scheme ports in England joined at any
stage, and the situation in the English
scheme ports was a complete mess, with
dockers either unable to decide whether
they were in or out, or serious splits within
ports. For example, on the second day of
the strike, dockers at Grimsby and
Immingham voted to work, only to reverse
their decision two days later, resulting in
400 striking ar'd26O working.

In the first week, there was a series of
confused mass-meetings. In Bristol, the
meeting on Tuesday broke up in confusion
after shop stewards refused to allow a vote.
In a vote at Tilbury on ThursdaY, shoP

fur ,fror*en to Picket out other
tl@rf, recent Years, tIeY had

m lffiike fust and ask questions

mfiEtL ftflHft mates in other Ports were
nrrdb ild strikes were usuallY

s*Itol Forvarious reasons * the

;rrm] rhat the dockers have

e dugroction of dockland comm'

rd m m - striking docken can

(NuS) on Sealink freight
mn5ru- This was in Protest at the
!@ @f SEdink, and oPened uP the

,d' Dover dockers becoming
many of them are in the

ffim the T&G (although sub-
rcm[dE {'ere to show that union

liumqp dfl ,m -Jris sort of 'automatic

ilMuru"- my lnore than the miners can'

ir@lm"lhuilh' ft4tufu- Felixstowe flrnally voted to
htrl ilM mffiur- brt they werl flot prepared

I m@ger services. The Previous
ou ' called bY the National

as firm as ever.)

MtrruN HIM.SCAB SERVICE -
HIEDDINGS. iTNTEES, FUNERALS CATERED FOR



ORJGINS OF TI{E DOCK LABOI.JR SCHEME, AND RECENT
DOCK STRUGGLES

ant ports on the West coast of Britain.) This register was std
at a tirne when the only other groups covered by registratin
#die professionals such as scientists and engineers. This
thb fust time registers, which had the effect of increasing ff
discipline and reinforcing the division between docken d
other semi-employed proletarians, had been introduced. Bdlfr
was the first time they had been successfully introduced o o
large scale - previously dockers had resisted them. In l9lI
at Birkenhead, Merseyside, the register drawn up by the min
union and port employers was only imposed after along ad
bitter strike was broken by scabs brought in by the union-

This time, the registration package was unusual in that e@i
oyers had to register as well. I-ater, a national corporation w
established and ports administration was overseen by locdl
boards, on which sat equal numbers of union and emplcrymr
representatives.

Despite around 30 strikes in each war year, and rising

stewards tried to blatantly rig the vote by
means of a confusing resolution which led
many dockers to believe they were voting
for a retum to work, when in fact they
rvere voting to strike. Two days before,
6@ dockers had held an unofficial meeting
and voted to return - but only 40 of
Medlock Bibby's (a sort of dockland
'Silver Birch' figure) merry band of scabs
dared to cross the picket line. This scenario
'was repeated in many.other ports.

onto the workings of the Dock labour
Scheme, this time around they could safely
make a gesture to the mjners and at the
same time sabotage the second strike by
quietly shelving the issue of the DIS.

they say is that pickets should d
"disciplined and peaceful manna-_
when provoked, and should ohcy
instructions of union officials at al

By the end of the third week. a
deal was being patched together,
seedy union hacks and slippery
politicians at the highest levels. Ewn
Pillock himself was involved, bd
talks (between the ISTC and TllG
coal quotas) were initiated by the
Motfierwell, whose constituencv
Ravenscraig (Iabour Needs thooe
votes!).

At the end of it all, the British
Corporation gave away nothing oruu
employment of non-dock labour, d
T&G agreed to meet the BSC/ISTC
within two months.

Another'great victory'.

",: The fust step was to introduce compulsory registratim ffm,
docken and to require them to accept transfers between pd

,[*S ttt" porls 9l the East coast to the now crucially imponn-

atsenteeism as the war progressed, union representatives



qMS rfuable to the government and the bosses, by enabling
''" @ rbolish a large number of 'restrictive practises'. It was

llmmy feh in govemment circles that there could be no
ffiluuML to the laissez-faire chaos of the pre-war yeani. Despite
ffioe from the employers, the scheme was properly instit'
friiiriiii8Fd in I9l:7 . Casual labour was to stay, but it was suff-
i,n',ffir'ilfr[r dl-regulated to provide dock labour when and where
nrinlliiJd' td required it.

BERTHOF ANATION

!h ltidimal Dock Iabour Scheme (NDIS) was, not

ffidirnnirrply pr%rcssiye because it was a form of "workers'
mnrmrmnrml-- Ihe General Secretary of the Transport & General
mtUlflum l;mion described it as a "brave experiment". The
irtnrlFcnmrm of this point of view being that through belonging
@rru stmnrmg rmion, the dockers had been given a 'say' in 'their'
llifury-

M[hD fu totally misleading. The 'dual control' aspect of the
qdlflffinF m6 more an attempt to shore-up a rather weak trade
rmnuncq1 so that the industry could be reorganised without
mr ffi bdher from the workers. Lfltimately, the scheme
pmdlffic*z-v for containerisation in the 1960s.

'[tr[[cfufualweakness of the unions in the docks was the
ffi dtrc causes ; the inherent difficulty of maintaining
@fl Mffi of Epresentative body composed of casual labourers,
,imdll * idomal rank-and-file strength exercised by the dockers.

mirm dllpwmt consequences of this were the always-high level
,rffirumffiiel stftes (after WW2 the T&G didn't make any strike
,rffiudffi 1961, despite over a dozen major stoppages taking
dl@M md tbe inability of the unions to police productivity
dfrrufln" mir secmd aspect is something which has existed
-- d' @ the history of unionism in the docks. In 1892, Tom
iffiru,fupnqrllent of the Dock, Wharf, Rivenide and General
Mtudfum U'nion, had suggested to a Royal Commission that

minimum time rates be abolished, after his membenhip had
persistently ignored his appeals to work harder. More recently,
rn 1967, when casual work was abolished, it was decided that an
agreement based on the one reached with Docken on the West
Coast of the USA must be ruled out because British unions did
not have sufficient control over their rank-and-file to deliver the
goods promised at the negotiating table.

Another important result was the phenomenon of break-away
trade unionism. The most important example of this was the
1920 decision by stevedores to stay out of the T&G-initiated
federation. This led to the formation of the National
Association of Stevedores and Dockers, which remained in ex-
istence as a minority union until the mid-70s. To a certain
extent, it competed with the unof{icial movement as a focus for
workers' discontent with the T&G.

In 1960, the chairman of the London Ship-owners Dock
labour Committee, summed-up the situation as it then w€is for
dock employers :

"In the dochs, there is a sense of frustration ... in short we
haue lost the initiatiue ; it rests not with us, not with the
union, but with the men and the agitator."

Indeed, in the mid-60s one third of Liverpool dockers wer.e
not in unions at all despite the high level ofunion control over
hiring.

Decasualisation n 1967 was not broueht in out of some
humanitarian concem for the ddckers' 

-well-being, 
although

middle-class liberals had always expressed concem about casual
labourers. Victorian philanthropists had been dismayed by the
'demoralisation', 'criminaLity' and 'vice' associated with this
form of employment in the docks. This can be seen as a moral
precedent for present-day 'Right to Work' campaigns which
always carry the imlication that today's casual labourers, those
who are working on the black while signing on, should be found
'proper jobs'.

Its function was to break the dockers' control over the
production process by ending the host of informal restrictive
practices associated with casual hiring, and pave the way for the
introduction of containerisation, which would lead to tens of
thousands ofredundancies. It wasn'tjust a question ofsoftening
up the workers so they would accept job losses. The
introduction of containers, which implied a dramatic shift from
a work process mostly composed of living labour to one mostly
composed of capital, involved a completely new style of
management of dock labour. For a start, payment by tonnage
had clearly become obsolete, but there wiui more to it than that.
To a large extent, the organisation of labour in the docks, like
in Clgth factories before the introduction of Taylorism (the
exact science of time-and-motion study), remained in the hands
of the workers. It was the docken themselves, organised into
work gangs, who passed on their collective expertise from gener-
ation to generation, who determined work speeds and methods.
It was this 'community of work'which produced much of the
intense solidarity found among dockers. However, it must not
be romanticised. Amongst dockers there was a rigidly determined
hierarchy of job-access and within each gang there was also a
definitive hierarchy with a recognised gang-leader. The import-
ant point is that all this was largely outside the bosses'
control.

Containen are the extension of the production line into
transportation. From the factory to the point of sale, the
rigidity ofthe production line - the dream ofevery capitalist -
is maintained, making the worker a mere appendage of the
machine, unable to control the process of loading and unloading.

It is no coincidence that the chairman of the National



This article by a Playmate rs one penions view of the
purpose of producing Playtime. It argues that return
to normal production after six months is "not a
defeat", that the "greatest battle of all has been the
struggle itself', and that the failure of the lay-off to
achieve a better result is due to the lack of solidarity
from the rest of the class. In short that vou should

:
"There are the thoughtless who never doubt. ,

The first problem that has to be faced is that these are ESt
very receptive times for the ideas of would-be revolutionaries
Many take heart from the developing signs of crisis anil
breakdown all around. Rather fewer seem prepared to admit
that crisis and breakdown are, if anything, more evident in the
curnents of those looking towards revolution, than in the
society they wish to revolutionise. Over the last few years
we have seen a marked decline in the revolutionary circles
in this cpuntry (there have of course been exceptions to this
rule). Overall there has been a retreat. On the one hdnd into

the various 'revolutionary traditions' and their defence :
Anarchism, Left Communism, Situationism, Councillism
etc. On the other hand into forms of 'activism' - a trend
which is encouraged by the fact that 'activism'is more attract-
ive than the traditions as people first become radicalised. In



nothing very remarkable about us and we're certainly not
exempt from the difficulties facing aI would-be revolution-
aries. The most important thing distinguishing us and the
groups we feel close to is our attitude to these common
problems. We want to confront rather than evade them. We
would like to encourage people to maintain a sceptical
attitude towards the conventional wisdoms of 'revolutionary'
orthodoxy, while remaining prepared to think about things
for themselves. In the sarne way we'd like to encourage people
to doubt the capitalist lies (from left and right) about this
society - while remaining capable of coming to conclusions
and acting on them.

For me the point of producing Playtime is to tackle two of the
most serious difficulties facing people like us who want to put
written arguments for revolution. (Amongst other forms of
struggling that is). Firstly, coming to an understanding of the
society we live in and of whats happening. Secondly, attempt-
ing to renew the case for revolution in the light of that under-
standing. To date Playtime's confrontation with the first of
these difficulties has been limited to those aspects of society,
and the struggle against it, which those of us who started
Playtime were interested in or felt competent to write about.
Basically this meant a diet of workplace class struggle and
general politics. Unfortunately this corresponds to a number
of 'traditional' political agenda's. Hardly surprisingly since
most of us are 'graduates' or 'drop-outs' from such 'schools
of Revolution'. Equally unsuprisingly it has led to Playtime
being lumped together with the publications of these trad-
itional sects. Suffice to say here that we see workplace class

struggle as a crusial element in the movement towalds revol-
ution and we will continue to write about it. However its

"When it comes to the point tti fasts must gF by'. ahe b .

Renewing the case for revolution today rnetu1''s re.estlblis-hing
an activ6 debate about this society and the need for its
overthrow. obviously that will be done in ref6#h#c ts lstrat
has been done in the past (how else ?). But it will nst
substitute past theorising for present aetivity.

Some revolutionaries are awatre of this but argue that we can't
afford the 'luxury' of abstract debate. Today, they argue,
there aren't enough of us - the need is for 'basic propaganda'
to 'win' people to revolutionary 'positions'. When we have the
'numbers' we can sustain a debate. This tends to presuppose
that 'we' (however defined) will be doing the debating, and
doing so in order to improve our presentation to 'The Clas'
who somehow exist 'out there'. But even ignoring this aspect
I believe it stands things on their head. Part of the reason there
are so few of 'us' is because the so-called'basic propaganda'is
so badly put. And the 'theory' which should assist in produc-
ing it largely lacks substance. In contrast to the left, who try
to conceal a 'hidden agenda' of counter-revolutionary aims
behind their words, most 'revolutionary' propaganda is
incoherent in its own terms and hides no agenda at all. Instead
it brandishes a tired collection of catchphrases and proverbs
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from safely behind the battlements of one of the traditions.

'"Their patience with themselves is boundless.

I'm not suggesting that the traditions are all alike, or equally
useless - some are much worse than others, and traditional

one or two 'fundamental' ideas into eteraal truths, existing
outside of history or struggle. It's either 'developed' at the
expense of any revolutionary spirit, or of contact with reality.

For other militants 'developing theory'means creating a 'new'
tradition. Normally this means spicing up leftist or liberal
'@mrnon-sense' with some borrowings from revolutionary
deo-atg; #r^# a .lot of intellectual elitism. (As can be seen in
some 

-fo.Hl--Ie.of 
rAutonomism' and'Situationism' ( sic. )) Where

the toldt traditions nead every struggle in terms of the tradit-

the class struggle. The reverses of recent years have helped

produce a situation where on the one hand struggles are
consistently failing to break out of their specific situations,
and on the other hand amongst proletarians there is no
widespread sense of the possibility of fundamental change
which might be ignited by struggle. Needless to say these two
factors tend to reinforce one another. Obviously the present
situation will not last forever - equally obviously things might
get a lot worse before getting better. It is always important to
try to understand the implications of the general situation for
our activity - as it becomes more and more difficult to do so
in isolation (even within isolated groups) the traditions come
into their own.

"The thoughtless who never doubt
Meet the thoughtful who never act.

People respond to traditional arguments and align themselves
in sects because they do reflect in a distorted way the desire
for a more fundamental understanding of society, or for a
morc fruitful focus for activity. I certainly don't criticise
people for turning to the traditions in the absence of anything
better - having done it myself I've every sympathy with them.
Nor am I suggesting that the traditions are 100% counter'
revolutionary. Even the worst of them are as ineffective in that
direction as .rny other. They do offer space within which
individuals can develop their understanding of this society and
of revolutionary opposition to it, a space within which they
can come to terms with the change in attitudes towards
themselves, the people they know and their material circum-
stances, which the adoption of a revolutionary penpective
makes inevitable. However the lessons are as often leamt in
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"They doubt, not in order to come to a decision
But to avoid a decision.

"Their heads they use only for shaking.

"With anxious faces they warn the crews of sinking ships
That water is dangerous.



.@^unt-of their insignificance, -qry attemp* t; find

do the same. Question it that is, not use comma's. And if
you're interestd but don't understand something challetrge us
to explain - if we can.

"Their onlyaction is to vacillate.

"Their favourite phnse is : not yet ripe for discussion.',;

The basic struggle for anyone who hates this society starts
wlgre they are - however insignificant or unrewarding that
might seem to be. The militant with a solution to every
problem but their own is only the othersideofthecoinfrom
the comfortably placed individual who looks ,elsewhere' for
struggle because that doesn't threaten that comfort. At the

Playtimes only function in this as far as I am concemed is to

"But the most beautiful of all doubb
Is when the downtrodden and despondent raise their heads

and

d'"rt"g i. rrreat t{heir you don't underrtand.
me dif$crdt oh "papsr"- demanding not just a
rg€ge ad q1$qqe but a clear sense on the part of
d dio b is" ffiiingl for. But in .atl cases, it pr"*p-
ttt c;xakn sr wii#r has a reasonably clear idea of
F cyiry io say."And in practise this is something

..ss,uk[' aim today (we make no claims at

*&*ry about the situation not yet
@ go to bed.

ad rhetoric is used to conceal lack of under-
Esult is that groups finistr up relyrng on one or
d leders' to provide the rest with 'fast food'
rtyles offranchising them to 'the class'. Its the

dentandfu of society and revolution. Instead

liqr ryproach to politics : "Cn y rd ths slgn ? F so
e ft ht Rvltny n bld a bg rptn." 'Collective' sets of
rd paables are developed, which are flouristred
q hzk, but which dont thread together into a

d loce in the mouths of militants producing
1qf i*crlec'tual motion and a misty sense of having i
t":dna{on- on the tip of the tongue. I hope Iive

5 rnake it clear that the ;rnswer to this is not
toFth€r into programmatic rcsaries.

ro;rgm-ftee of course, and never will be. The
i th w do actively question our own use of it

inverted comma's laroundl .fitl as 'you' Stop believing in the strength
Of their oppressors."

d vocal ernph*is, to#; of voice etc - and the

tt
And we genuinely want you lot to (Brecht)



What IS Workers Playtime
Poor old Worherc Playtime ! The miners'strike has certainly

made you come clean. The latter-day Bolsheviks can c.ury on
selling papers, holding meetings, trying to recruit miners to The
Party, no matter whether the miners lose because the NUM gets
what it wants, or lose because the NCB and strictly non-
interfering friends get what they want. Does it matter to
Militant that their call for a 24-hour general strike was passed
by? Or to the WRP that the TUC still hasn't got round to
organising the indefinite General Strike? Building the party,
fighting for Ivlarxism in the Labour Movement goes on regard-
less. The ICC can develop the ,political avant-garde ofthe class';
the CWO can try to set up their first ,communist kemel'in the
workplace. The RCP, which got the ,wrong'answer to the ballot
question in trying so hard to be different, has given up on the
miners who "remain unconyinced by our approach', : now the
RCP can concentrate on Preparing for Power. It seems that
Workers Playtime have given up on the miners as well, but with
no consolation in party-building : or perhaps the competition
to invent a new Rame for a 'Leftist Communist Pafiy, isn,t
just a dig at Wildcat after all!

The arguments of the first part of Playtirne's editorial are :

l. The NUM controls the strike;only a minority of strikers
are involved actively.

2. A face-saving (Scargill's face?) sell-out will be achieved
(at best?) if nothW changes. Pits will close in exchange for
better wages, early retirement, shorter hours, or some such
package.

5. To get something "better" (unspecified), there needs to be
a) a more "solid" strike,
b) an extension of the strike to other workers and
c) blacking of coal movements by transport drivers.

4. In the meantime, the miners and their families must be kept
going through food and money collections which go to them
directly.

5. "And the growing anger of strikers must be turned in a
practical direction. Direct linls must be forged directly
between militant pits and regions, and within mining
communities, so that when one-off closures nestart after the
strike ends, miners in the affected pits have a solidly-based
confidence in their ability to resist closure, or simply sell
jobs as dearly as possible ."

Let's look at all this. Does the NUM contrrcl the Hit Squads?
Does it.control all the support groups and relief funds? Does it

organise the sabotage? Patently not. The NUM controls the
negotiations, controls the picketing money, is trying to control
food and,money collections. It threatened to discipline and fine
(! - after 24 weeks on strike) miners who threw bricks at the
police at Gascoigne Wood. The miners.ignored that threat : doer
the NUM control them? If the strike is merely not going to
work, does the NUM even control it in the sense that it can get
a return to work? Playtime mentions that some miners have no
intention of being starved back, but of fighting "to the finish" :
what is the 'finish' - the face-saving sell-out? communism? or
are the miners in Playtime's view only capable of the former?

How can.the miners be defeated? Would it be a defeat for the
miners to sit it out endlessly.and never go back? That is the
question that arises if you assume "nothing changes". For
Scargill to sell a face.saver, a lof has to change. The NCB is
already offering large sums to pack i1 iT. The state shows no
inclination to back down at all. The 'drift back to work'is the
only way this strike looks like ending - which is precisely why
striking miners have directed such violence at those men going
in in the North East, Scotland and Yorkshire (and at NCB
property) to put a stop to this 'drift'. That is precisely why the
state has devoted such resources, phy.sical and financial, to get
miners to work, even to get one man into a pit as a rymbol.

Calling for a "more solid strike" implies that in some way
working miners have to be persuaded (or forced) out. Picketing
:ras failed. On May 2nd, 10,000 Yorkshire miners failed to stop
200 men working at Hanrorth in North Nottinghamshire. Wha
ratio of striking miners to working miners would have succeedd?
There is simply no way those scab miners will come out. There
is no persuasion possible now. If theyd had a national ballot
and lost they'd probably have demanded a raffle, and if they'd
lost that ... All the rationality of capitalivn is with them - and
an argument from Playtime (see below). The strike is as sslid c
it can be.

Until it's clear what they're being asked to support, calls to
other vrorkers to 'extend'the strike arc empty. The call for clas
solidarity regardles of the issues only goes so far (a lot of
dockers, some railway workers, not a lot of steelworkers.) If
the strike's about a sectional interest, then for the steelworker
it's fair game to be against steelworks closing. AJI six remaining
Gwent pits depend on Llanwern steelworks - it's their sole
customer. The South Wales NUM has deliberately avoided any
serious picketing of Llanwern or thecioke convoys from Port

On our heads or orr our ear?
Our editorial in the last issue was the object of a good deal of
debate and rancour between Playmates. Since it appeared it has
been the subject of a lot more. Your open letter to us about it
was doubly welcome. Its helped us to reach conclusions about
what we see as the defisiencies of the editorial. But it also
indicated to us that there was somebody who took what we
wrote seriously enough to take it apart.

Your criticisms relate to our arguments about the miners
strike on the one hand, and to our reasons for producing
Playtime at all on the other. I'll deal with these two thingi
seperately - first with your critisisms of the editorials
arguments.

You summarise us as saying that ,,The NUM controls the
strike; only a minority of the strikers are involved actively",

and ask whether we are zuEgesting the NUM controls tb
initiatives that have come from the strikers and their familb
and communities. As you say, patently not. In the editoril
we only rather briefly listed the militant initiatives wbb
have marked the strike. Not simply the most militant astic
but the determination and spirit shown by over 100,000 mines
striking for nine months with the hardship and resistance b
State violence that has entailed, and the resourcefulness d
courage it has demandd. Of course the NUM doesnt contrd
the initiatives of the strikers - it can only attempt to channC
them for its own ends.

That has been the story of the strike from day one. Scargill ad
the 'militant' faction in the NUM leadership wanted a nationl
'strike for their own ends. They were unable to get a 'derno
ratic' mandate for one in a series of votes over the last couple d



in?
beyond a few minor push and shoves with the police so

sne miners can let off steam. As long as the miners strike

A Response to the editorial on the minerc strike in Playtime, August 1984
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ihmc a 'industrial action', it is no use expecting other workers
l@rrdfie for months on end - and most workers know that one-
ffinrrrynpathy strikes are token; ineffective and a stupid way to
hmmey.

'n[htwo sentences quoted above as point 5 really are quite

ffible. From discussing the strike as it is, Plapime now

tqo'the strike is over'. But, says Playtime, while this strike is

still on, strikers rnusf turn their "growing anger", not to winning
this strike ( in whatever terms tlrey might see winning)' but to
preparing themselves for a struggle after this strike' The

'practical' forgrng of links is not for any immediate ends, but
to be kept in reserve for the next struggle. And for what specific
struEgle "must" the miners do this? Why, to fight the next one-
off pit closure ! Voices off-stage : "But this strike started with
the one-off closure of Cortonwood." Absolutely' This strike
here and now, fhls concr€te struggle which is proving so unsatis-
factory to so many political {Jroups, is to resist closures' If this
battle is lost (i.e., pit closures continue), where will the "solidly
based confidence" come from? From having turned "growing
anger" into forging direct links? Either this "practical'direction"
will have failed in fhis strike, or wont even have been tried!

But that's not dl. If this 'practical direction' fails to stop a pit
closure next year or whenever, it will apparently help miners to
"sell the jobs as dearly as possible". Well, a lot of cracked heads
and empty stomachs had to be gone through to get to this. The
jobs can be sold now.llre NCB has the money on the table for
that, and many miners have got their eyes on it. There's no need
to struggle to sell the jobs : why go through a long, costly strike

iust for that? It's arn argument for the scabs. Their calculation is
to carry on working and get their wages : if their pit stays open,
all well and good, they've kept their jobs; if their pit closes,
theyll take the money. Who'll sell the jobs "as dearly as
possible"? The same people who've been selling them for years

- the unions, in this case the NUM. In dl honesty you ought to
come right out and say "Miners, you can't win : sell your jobs,

accept pit closures!'r. That is the real message of your editorid.

**trtr****tr*?f **?t?t**?t***?t*tr*****?t****?tt '**

P.S. One last point. "And the growing anger of strike$ must

be turned in a practical direstion." How is thls 'growing'anger'
showing itself at the moment? Attacks on NCB ProPertY'
attacks on scab transport firms, throwing bricks and stones at

the police, attacks on police stations, organising hit squads and
a lot more besides. But for Workers Playtime all this is an
impractical direction : miners must turn away from all this and
instead forge links with each other. This is very reminiscent of
the objections raised by the left to the rioten in 1981 : rioting,
looting, attacking the police etc., are all impractical, mere
'anger' ;demanding jobs, joining The Party, voting Labour
(reading Workers Playtime?) etc., were practical.
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ffi rccerved this response to the editorial in our last issue (Aug '84) shglttV after it -appeared,_ and this
mrabn rn if in Tlenernher when we exnected this issue to come out. Obviouslv both the criticism's b.

red, and this reply was
criticism's bv Scorcher

-i'ftr 
to it in Deiember when we expected this issue to come out. O-bviously both the criticism's by Scorcher

ffitions and our reply are a bit ouf of date. We decided to publish them anyway. Scorcher Publications can be
,nrr'etal qr Rnw 56 1{)-8 Rnokshon- 108 Salisburv Road. Cardiff.,"-t".t d at Box 56, 1{:8 Bookshop, 108 Salisbury Road,
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m" fre present strike came about through the initiative of

rUn "t'lt"rs 
themselves. They responded to the threat to their

iifrh d mmmunities posed not just by the announcernent of
qffi ebsures (Cortonwood etc) but by the announcement of
q@gnrs future plans. For the strikers the issue is clear - that

ilEtmrtrtt be stopped.

Mi& hguage used by both the strikers and the NUM is the

rre dd is meant by it is rather different. The strikers are not

piiidy interested in the 'Plan for Coal' but in what
frhdlfl"g'ls plan means for the ''future of the industry" in

@ Erms for them. The 'militant' NUM leadership by

@t are interested in "defending our members jobs and

L@ities" by ensuring the place of the NUM in determining
,rtltbfue of the mining industry in Britain", The strikers see

ruilbnd for a national strike because no one pit or even region

can stop the national plan for closures. Scargill and co. see the
need for a national strike because the argument about the'
future role of the NUM can't be settled at the level of any
individual struggle - (at the level of isolated' closures,
specific economic arguments, actual hardship and
community devastation etc). It can only be won by
making the political price of the NCB plans too high for
the NCB & the Government. In those circumstarces a new

'accommodation' with the union over the conduct of future

iirdustry-wide negotiations would be necessary. Is this what
the strikers are after ? We think not.

We don't think there would be any disagreement between us
about the aims of the strikers and the NUM being different. But

if that is the case an obvious question raises itself. Whose airns

are currently put fonrand ? More exactly, since as long a5



unions and workers co-exist it wil never be a completely

black and white distinction, whose ai-ms are predominantly

at stake. We don't believe that there could be much doubt
about the answer when we produced the last issue or now.
It is the NUM's. The strikers have certainly forced the NUM
to move in directions it wouldn't have chosen. But they are
not determining the direction of the strike - and not therefore
its goal. At the moment.

You ask "...does the NUM even control (the strike) in the sense
that it can get a return to work," As things stand it would be
very difficult to 'sell' a sell- out in the militant regions (S.Wales,
Yorkshire, Kent etc). However it was our gloomy conviction
then - and events have if anything reinforced it - that if a new
round of talks agreed a formula which both the NUM national
leadership and the delegate conference could accept, they would
be able to get a majority return to work nationally. It would be
bitterly resisted by a minority in all areas - perhaps a majority
in some - but once -the strike was no longer national that
resistance could be isolated and either defused or crushed. Its
not as if the precedents don't exist. The NCB are not currently
refusing to negotiate because of any conviction that the NUM
would be unable to police an aglEement'

In the last week we have seen the delegate conference throw
out a National Executive motion on strategy towards the
receivership as too moderate. If that indicates the difficulties
the 'militant' national leadership face it doesn't alter our belief
that any deal Scargill puts his name to will probably be accepted
by the delegate conference.

However, as yet neither victory nor defeat (or if you prefer

'victory' or 'defeat'), are on the horizon. What we actually
wrote was that "the overall direction and control of the

strike remains firmly in the hands of the NUM executive, ald
the majority of the strikers are not actively involved"-
It would perhaps have been clearer as to what we meant if these
statements had been put in the correct order. It is because
the majority of the strikers are not actively involved'that the
strike remains in the hands of the NUM. You don't challenge
our assertion that the majority of strikers are not actively
involved - in other wor'ds active in picketing beyond their
own pits (many not even that), in seeking practical support
from relevent grcups of workers, even in collecting money;
let alone in the encouraging instances of a more militant resist'
ance to NCB manouvnes, state violence and treachery in their
own ranks. There are ofcourse considerable differences between
regions in this respect - that is part of the problem. For us that
lack of active involvement by a large number of the strikers is
the most important element in determining 'victory' or 'defeat'.

A little further on you read our argument that "for anything

down at all". But the reason there hasn't been a sell-out so far
isn't because of the pressure of the strikers on the NUM, or
because of Government intransigence. Obviously those are
funportant factors, but the determining element remains the fast
that the hardline factions in charge of the NUM and the NCB
haven't caved in or lost control,of their respective executives.
Despite rumblings in both camps, and attempts in both cases to
foment divisions from outside. And despite discontent with
their performance expressed (as yet privately) by a minority
within both Govemment and strikers.

At this level what there is to be 'won' remains what is on the
negotiating table. On neither side have the legs been kicked over
or sawn through. Both leading factions are genuinely hardline
and both have staked too much to back down unless forced by
events or undermined. Its uncommon after many years of
dominant 'consensus' unionism to see a gnuinely 'militant'
hardline national union leadership. (Hence the difficulty some
'revolutionaries' have in criticising it for what it is and does,



6 with which others have actually supported it.) This
('bardline"genuine militancy' etc) obviously begs a

of whats involved - but the reality so defined
d the points at issue between us as far .N we can see.

fuiliar is the hadline m:magement style displayed by
faction in the NCB - not just McGregors own past

Steel, but Michael Edwardes and his sLrcc€ssors at
[ryfund, or in a different way the 'businesslike'manage-

lmduoed at British Telecom to prepare for privatisation.
prt in by Governrnent as a rcsponse to the effects of
crisis and the needs of state economic policy. The

d the regime at BL reflects the termind state of the
rrhen Edwardes took over and the crisis in world car

The hardline approach by McGregor & co. in the
derts the crucial importance of restructuring the coal

for state directed energy supply policy. But 'soft' or
{ ae just a choice by the Governrnent of the day as to

tool for carrying out the same job - 'motiv-
*smlii;nim the parallel bureaucracies of middle

sid H{on, and breaking entrenched workers
I tut tlre* riiate controlled monopolies can cut ccts

'tU itiiirEqthe miners strike is signifrcant as the first
strug&i with hardline factions in charge of the

EioG afrd management. So far neither has lost
a*.'".t8ffi pressuring them from behind. At the
#CIiiipt-*,io be settled isnt the "Governtnents right

e*i exfirdssion of working class power. (Perhaps in
r d*@nb we should emphasise that we don't see
a sombthing which is only expressed through

E4' 'asllftse side of the class opposition that is
* * *pttrtism). The strike certainly raises these
b a d€gteq no strike has since the "winterof
. B**:d*e;'far they have only been raised negatively,

. potsnttai, and they are not - as yet - the issue
t is sti$ the question of how the coal industry is to

other"*ords how 'capitalist realities'are going to
- a4 tiov* much say the NUM has in that process'
ffihs:df '$triking the questions are still how many
I pqs ? O".wttat basis ? On what terms ?

rrhere in a tillansparently desperate attempt to rebuild
s.|ihf,hty amcingst its 'moderate' constituency. The

t'a" gr$ea everything on the strike crumbling

alongside the prcpaganda aimed at keeping morale high and
ensuring it's channeled towards the 'con€st'goals. In addition
efforts to prevent 'drift back 'have to be made. The aim is to
lceep resistance ticking over until the crucially important time
when coal stocks run down. Similarly tlre propaganda efforts
put into caling for 'Industrial Action' in support by other
'trade unionists' are clearly less calculated at producing results
now than in creating a climate in which direct appeds will bear
fruit in practise, when the 'real batde' starB on the picket lines
in a month or two. This is the most the NUM leadership can do
in support of their strateglr since for them to apped directly to
other groups of workers beyond naking public speeches would
breach the democratic etiquette amongst trade unions - one set
of 'laws' the NUM has no intention of flouting. For the strikers
however this clearly cannot be enough unless they are prepared
to accept what the NIIM wants as tictory'.

The NUM is committed to a'last battle'when coal stocks run
down to the point where targets for activity (large coal move-
men'ts - power stations coming back on to the grid) are creatd.
This is certainly the only cbance for a "union led victory" along
the lines of 1972 which might foree the NCB to settle. If the
strikers want mor€ than 1fo31 they will have to aet on their own
initiative. Indeed its arguable tbat they would have to do so to
make the NUM's risky 'dl or nothing'strategy work.

Take first the question of 'forging links' with other workers.
The NUM leadership making speeches clearly istt enough. We
have argued from the start that - as in any strike - the only
effective way of calling on solidarity is for the strikers to
identify the relevant groups of workers (those whose action
would make the strike bite) and approach them directly. The
irnportance of this is only underlined by the shyness and reluc-
tance strikem generally display about doing this. (Its always

f *ut F-.,ft or spirit) beforc February, when coal
tc.-'i'rur.ffilow the lerrel needed to maintain the

fu en$l$.F successful crisis containment strategy.
larp- sele coal movements and extra generating
porer , stations currently running at low levels

Essa4r. The Government clearly hope the strike will
weakened by then to police these movements

' g politically unaccepable levels of state violence,
if tbat is combined with disruption to electricity

i 1rrtise. For the moment they ar€ not sitting still
possible the scrcws are slowly being put on the

Hip which is clearly seen as more of a problem in
idke than the activities of the strikers. However it is

reE:f for the Government to escalate things at the
- nerely to'attempt to contain them. (Indeed they
dire interest in not creating the sort of incidents that

H nsistance or sympathy in support of the strike,
b to be balanced against the need to police existing

break the will to struggle).

current interest is in holding the strike 'solid' in
Given the relative passivity in the ranks of 'their'

1r ressary to organise (larsely symbolic and useless)
ifliatives to maintain a basic momentum of activity'
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How Mr Moses

broke the morild

By tlte enil of the last year.
North Derbyshire was being
promoted by the NCB as the
hammer of the NUM, as each
week large numbers of mine-
workers returned to work.

Ur Moses had broken the
mould; others, who had at best
doubted his tactic, $rene now

following.
He was care{ul, thrroughcu

the months of cajoling his m:r
back to work, never to atta':r
tlqe union. " I've never oppos+t
the un,ion qs an idea; I've a:
ways said, and I've meant .--
that it is to our advantage :r
have a strong union prop€:-"r
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::ui n:s stayed in touch with
llltl|llrr iu::--:3 '.lnion lerdership in
lill lrrmnrq*ie-d. and though the re-
ririir rr:il : ;-q are understandably

however, in persuad;ng the
Derbyshire NUM, to encourage
the branch secretaries to go
back to work and to give the
ieadership to their men once
more: bu1 h'e is adamanl that
he would prefer the electeil
leadership to any unofEciai
" working miners " leadersirip

them and the elected oftcials-
though if the rnes elecieC
difrerent officials after t he
strike, that's up to them."

Mr Moses has come throueh
one of the most diffictlt man
agement tasks any manager in
any industry could have antici-
pated. He is now undelstand.

:: !*-o sides have been
: r€.ent t imes, ' to sort
: ; -iuai cas€s of hardship.
-.:]s been unsuccessful.

i i i i  ' r  :  1:-t  arise - rtrs i t  has
irrr il*;::,:'uring Nottingham-
lllrL ''

m - r--rer given any pri-
lr nll{lnl ::r ---:e working rniners'
fitm ffiilr ir+ most ,they got is

r ' lrf *-rjrout pay to'attend
l lr  lnr '  : : l .s-ness. I  don't  want

'i uririi : i leadership b,etween

ably pleased with himself: and
it is certain that others are too.
Together with a handful of
other area directors-Michael
Eaton, t}le North yorkshire
director, who was handed the
potentially poisoned chalice cf
being the Board's communiea-
tions chief; Albert Wheeler. the

tough Scots director. and John
Nmthard, the North Nottins.
hamshire di,rector, IrIr Moses is
in line for higher thin.gs. IIe
has. shown the much-vaunted
commodity uf entrepreuneurial
flair in adverslty-and vrhen
his chairman and the Cabinet
look round for senior alipoint.



Pickets at Betteshanger, Kent 8i3l8$-frve days aft,er the mass return to work

"Society does not dgvelop in a continuous way, free from setbacks, but through conflicts
and antagonisms. While the working class battle is widening in scope, the eiemy's
strength is increasing. Uncertainty about the way to be followLd consiantly and repeatedly
troubles the minds of the combatants; and doubt is a factor in division, of internal iuar"elsand conflicts within the workers'movement.

"It is useless to deplore these conflicts as creating a pernicious situation that should
not exist and which is making the working class powerless. As has often been pointed
out, the working class is not weak because it is divided; on the contrary, it is divided
because it is weak. And the reason why the proletariat ought to seek trl* *uys is that
the enemy has strength of such a kind that the old methods a"e ineffectual. The working
class will not secure these ways by magic, but through a great effort, deep reflection, 

-
through the clash of divergent opinions and the conflict of impassioned ideas. It is
incumbent upon it to find its own way, and precisely therein is the raison d'etre of the
internal differences and conflicts. It is forced to renounce outmoded ideas and old chimeras,
and it is indeed the diffrculty of this task that engenders such big divisions.',


